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ABSTRACT

A physics based approach to compact modeling of bipo-
lar transistor noise is described following an overview of
representatives approaches. Frequency dependent intrinsic
base current noise, its correlation to intrinsic collector cur-
rent noise, avalanche of intrinsic collector current noise en-
tering the collector-base junction space charge region as well
as the inherent noise of the avalanche process are modeled
in a modular way to facilitate turning on and off individual
noise physics. Two dedicated noise parameters, a noise time
describing the increase of intrinsic base current noise at high
frequency, and correlation coefficient are used.

1 Background

For decades, intrinsic base and collector current noises
of bipolar transistor are simply modeled as uncorrelated fre-
quency independent shot noises, with a power spectral den-
sity (PSD) equal to 2qI , with I being the terminal DC current
in question. For modern bipolar transistor used in high fre-
quency circuits, this is known to be inadequate both theoret-
ically and experimentally. As a result, RF noise parameters,
including minimum noise figure, noise resistance and noise
matching source admittance are not well fitted at high fre-
quencies even if DC I-V and RF s-parameters are well fitted
[1] [2] [3].

Many efforts have been made to improve high frequency
compact noise modeling in HBTs. The general trend has
been to use frequency dependent correlated base and col-
lector current noises [2] [3] [4]. A few representative ap-
proaches are:

1.1 Noise Transit Time Approach
A compact model implementation of is proposed in [5], to

essentially approximate the small signal model that showed
good results in some HBTs [6] [7] [8] [9].

The “noise transit time” τn in the original small signal
noise models of [6] and [7] had a vague physical meaning,
but was later found to be close to but not identical to the col-
lector transit time τc [8]. This is not a coincidence, and is
instead due to the similarity between the “noise transit” con-
cept and physical process of correlated noise generation in-
duced by collector-base space charge region (CB SCR) trans-
port [9] [10] [11] [12] [13].

The compact model implementation of the noise transit
time model in [5] has several problems. It relies on a specific
large signal equivalent circuit formulation, and cannot be ap-
plied generally to an existing large signal compact model. In
addition, the noise transit time, which is responsible for gen-
erating noise correlation and frequency dependence, is set
by a transcapacitance, and thus will affect both transistor y-
parameters and noise parameters. This is undesired from a
general compact modeling standpoint, as one typically would
like to have the ability to separately adjust noise transit time
to fit noise parameters without affecting y-parameters.

1.2 van Vliet Model Approach

Another popular approach is to implement the most phys-
ical transistor noise current model derived by van Vliet decades
ago [14] [15]. Van Vliet’s model solves the Langevin equa-
tion of base minority carrier velocity fluctuation’s propaga-
tion towards the two boundaries of the neutral base. The
base and collector current noises, as well as their correla-
tion, are explicitly expressed as a function of the intrinsic
y-parameters due to base minority carrier transport [14] [15].
In early transistors used by van Vliet, base current is domi-
nated by base recombination current, which is no longer the
case in modern transistors. However, we have recently shown
that the van Vliet model continues to hold for base and emit-
ter minority carrier induced noises [12].

There are two main issues with implementing van Vliet’s
noise model into a transistor compact model. The first issue
is its applicability in modern transistor. One effect that pro-
duces extra correlated terminal current noises is the collector-
base junction space charge region (CB SCR) transport [10].
The collector current 2qIC noise from the van Vliet model
was derived as the minority electron current noise (for NPN)
at the end or collector side of the neutral base. This elec-
tron noise current travels through the CB SCR, just like the
regular electron current. From a y-parameter standpoint, CB
SCR electron transport modifies transistor y-parameter, and
to first order, causes an extra diffusion capacitance compo-
nent. The corresponding transit time is the well known col-
lector transit time. In effect, the drift of electrons across the
CB SCR induces additional base hole current. The noise in
the electron current exiting the neutral base gets transported
across the CB SCR, and in the process, directly creates ad-
ditional base hole current noise. At practical RF frequencies
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this extra base hole current noise can be comparable to, or
even dominate over the “regular” base current noise that is
described by the van Vliet model. This CB SCR effect was
not considered by van Vliet, rightfully so, for early transis-
tors with relatively wide base and relatively large base transit
time. We have recently extended van Vliet’s model for mod-
ern SiGe HBTs, and included CB SCR effect [12]. However,
like van Vliet model, the model requires accurate intrinsic
transistor y-parameters [12] [16].

The brings out the second issue with implementing the
van Vliet model in a compact model. That is, the intrin-
sic y-parameters in a compact model do not necessarily have
all the necessary frequency dependence required for the van
Vliet model to be physically meaningful. For instance, in
van Viliet’s model, the base current noise power spectral den-
sity (PSD) Sibi∗b

=4kT<(y11) − 2qIB . <(y11) is real part of
y11 due to minority carrier transport in the base and emit-
ter, which is frequency dependent, while in compact mod-
els, <(y11) is frequency independent, and simply qIB/kT
at low injection. This inevitably leads to a frequency inde-
pendent 2qIB base current noise if one tries to “directly” ap-
ply the van Vliet noise model to a compact model. Unfor-
tunately, this is how the van Vliet model was implemented
in some versions of compact models. One may add input
non-quasi-static (NQS) effect, which is provided as an op-
tion by HICUM, and produce a frequency dependent <(y11).
That, however, has little effect on the overall transistor y-
parameters, as such frequency dependence is masked by the
extra delays caused by parasitics, making physically mean-
ingful extraction of intrinsic input NQS parameters very dif-
ficult. Even if one can produce a physically correct frequency
dependence of<(y11), one cannot directly utilize it for noise,
and still has to construct this specific frequency dependency
from a white noise source [2] [3] [17].

A similar but more complex problem exists for imple-
menting correlation between base and collector current noises.
With charge partitioning in the van Vliet model, one obtains
an imaginary correlation between base and collector current
“shot” noises that is linearly proportional to frequency [2]
[3]. This is unphysical, as microscopically, in a modern SiGe
HBT, the 2qIB base current noise is a result of emitter mi-
nority carrier velocity fluctuation, and is completely uncor-
related to the 2qIC collector current noise [18]. Such un-
physical results are directly caused by the simplistic intrin-
sic transistor y-parameter description typical in a compact
model. Accurate modeling of the frequency dependence of
intrinsic y-parameters as found from frequency domain so-
lution of transport equation is practically impossible in com-
pact modeling, due to the presence of significant other para-
sitic delays in any real transistors, even though we can model
the y-parameters of the whole transistor with parasitics suc-
cessfully.

Again, it is important to realize that even if one manages
to produce in a compact model physically meaningful fre-
quency dependence of all the intrinsic y-parameters required

by the van Vliet model, there is not a general way to code
the van Vliet model into a SPICE like circuit simulator. As
is done in [3], [19], creative methods must be developed to
generate the required frequency dependence and correlation
from uncorrelated white noise sources. From an implemen-
tation perspective, we should look for a noise model that is
easy to implement within the constraints of circuit simula-
tors.

1.3 Avalanche Noise
An inevitable consequence of bipolar transistor scaling

for high speed is the increase of avalanche multiplication in
the collector-base junction, a direct result of collector dop-
ing increase and collector epi layer thinning required to en-
able higher current density operation. SiGe HBTs in modern
circuits are biased closer to breakdown, which necessitates
inclusion of avalanche related noises [20]. While analyti-
cal expressions of the intrinsic transistor base and collector
current noises and their correlation including avalanche can
be derived, implementing them directly in a general purpose
circuit simulator is complicated in our experience. An alter-
native approach that implements avalanche noise separately
from the intrinsic correlated noise is found to work better as
detailed below.

2 Technical Approach

2.1 Intrinsic Noise
Given the difficulty with accurately extracting and mod-

eling intrinsic transistor’s y-parameters in a compact model,
we propose to simply decouple intrinsic transistor’s noise
source modeling from intrinsic y-parameters. This way, the
noise model itself can be made physical without worrying
about the intricate consistency between intrinsic y-parameter
modeling and noise modeling.

For many RF designs, operating frequency is high enough
such that frequency dependent noise correlation needs to be
considered, but still low enough for a first order approxima-
tion to the functional form of intrinsic noise sources to be
valid.

A detailed examination of the noise physics including
both base and collector electron transport for a modern SiGe
HBT leads to the following observations:

• The base current has a shot noise component ib0 re-
lated to minority carrier diffusion noise in the emitter,
with a PSD of 2qIB0. IB0 is DC base current, without
avalanche.

• The collector current has shot noise ic0 due to base
minority carrier diffusion noise, with a PSD of 2qIC0.
IC0 is DC collector current without avalanche.

• The same base minority carrier diffusion noise also
produces an extra base current noise ib1 that is cor-
related to the collector current noise, and has a PSD
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increasing with ω2:

ib1i∗b1 = 2qIC0(ωτn)2∆f, (1)

where τn is a dedicated noise model parameter with a
unit of time, and ∆f is bandwidth.

• The correlation is imaginary:

ib1i∗c0 = cjωτn2qIC0∆f, (2)

where c is a normalized correlation coefficient, and
|c| ≤ 1. c = 1 if CB SCR transport is the domi-
nant physics. If base diffusion noise is the dominant
physics, c is a function of doping and Ge profile in the
base. In reality, both physics come into play. c can
be used as a correlation noise model parameter. For
modern SiGe HBTs, c = 1 is often a good choice.

2.2 Avalanche Noise
We now consider modeling noise from avalanche. The

effects are two fold. First, the noise in electron current en-
tering CB SCR experiences the same avalanche as the DC
electron current itself. This leads to a noise source flowing
from collector to base:

iavl = (M − 1)ic0, (3)

where M is the avalanche multiplication factor. Note that M
can be experimentally determined from DC measurement.

Second, the impact ionization process has noise of its
own, which gives rise to another noise source iII that is in-
dependent of iavl. A first order model for iII was given in
[20]:

iII i∗II = 2qIC0(M − 1)M∆f. (4)

Note that no frequency dependence is considered for the
avalanche current or the related noise in typical compact mod-
els. Such effect could become important in avalanche transit
time devices, but is expected to be negligible for typical RF
applications.

2.3 Implementation in Circuit Simulator
Fig 1 shows an equivalent circuit of our proposed ap-

proach to compact modeling of intrinsic correlated noise and
avalanche noise in a modular fashion for implementation in a
circuit simulator. IB0 and IC0 are the base and collector cur-
rents without avalanche. M is the avalanche multiplication
factor. How this circuit implements the models described
above is explained below.

The 2qIB0 white noise placed between B2 and E1 im-
plements the ib0 noise described above, which is independent
from all other noise sources.

The ib1 and ic0 noise currents implement intrinsic base
and collector current noises and their correlation. Two 1Ω
resistors generate two independent noise voltages at nodes
noib and noic, V (noib) and V (noic). Both “dummy” noise

voltages have a PSD of 2qIC0. ic0 is obtained as cV (noib)+√
1− c2V (noic), which has the desired PSD of 2qIC0. In

simulators that support the use of noise variables, these re-
sistors can be omitted, and the two noise voltages can be
generated using noise variables.

ib1 is generated from V (noib) through the ddt operator
that becomes jω in noise analysis, with a coefficient τn. One
can verify that this also results in the desired correlation with
ic0, part of which is also generated from V (noib). This fol-
lows the implementation technique described in [17].

The iavl noise described above is implemented as a con-
trolled source (M−1)ic0, using the same avalanche multipli-
cation factor as used in DC avalanche current. The initiating
noise current is ic0, the noise in electron current entering the
collector-base junction. The iII noise source is implemented
as a white noise with a PSD of 2qIC0(M − 1)M , which is
independent from all other noise sources.

A sample Verilog-A code is given below for illustration:

electrical noib, noic;

// ‘QQ, In and Ibe, M are defined earlier
// taun: noise transit time
// cor: the c above, normalized correlation

// avalanche current
Iavl = In * (M-1)
powerIIS = 2.0 * ‘QQ * Iavl * M;

// PSD of collector and base current shot noises
powerCCS = 2.0 * ‘QQ * abs(In);
powerFBCS = 2.0 * ‘QQ * abs(Ibe);

// dummy 1ohm resistor
I(noib) <+ white_noise(powerCCS);
I(noib) <+ V(noib);
// 2nd dummy 1 ohm resistor
I(noic) <+ white_noise(powerCCS);
I(noic) <+ V(noic);

// placement of noise sources in intrinsic transistor

// ib0
I(b2, e1) <+ white_noise(powerFBCS);

// ib1
I(b2, e1) <+ taun * ddt(V(noib));

// ic0
Ic0 = cor * V(noib) + sqrt(1 - cor * cor) * V(noic);
I(c2, e1) <+ Ic0;

// iavl
I(c2, b2) <+ (M-1) * In;

// iii
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Figure 1: Equivalent circuit for implementing the proposed noise model in a compact model. Here B2, C2 and E1 are intrinsic
base, collector and emitter nodes following Mextram convention. Colors of the noise currents indicate correlation.

I(c2, b2) <+ white_noise(powerIIS);

Current public release of Mextram, version 504.12, im-
plements the special case c = 1 [21]. The proposed approach
supporting partially correlated intrinsic noises has been im-
plemented in an internal version of Mextram, and is planned
for future public release.

2.4 Estimation of Dedicated Noise
Parameters

The noise transit time is a lumped parameter describing
the frequency dependence of the base current noise. For tran-
sistors where the base transit time τb dominates total transit
time, τn is a fraction of τb. The value of the fraction and the
correlation coefficient c can both be determined from doping
and Ge distribution theoretically, and then used as estimation
when there is no experimental noise data available.

For modern HBTs where the collector-base junction space
charge region transit time is more important, one can use
the collector transit time for τn, and use c = 1 as estima-
tion when experimental data is not available [13] [22]. In
compact models, the collector transit time is not always di-
rectly available. For instance, in Mextram, collector transit
time is modeled physically through current dependence of
the collector-base junction depletion charge. One may then
use a fraction of the total diffusion capacitance related tran-
sit time which allows high injection modeling, or simply use
multiples of another transit time, e.g. the base transit time,
which does not increase at high injection in Mextram. This
is not necessarily a big problem in practice as typically low-
noise amplifiers are biased at a current density much lower
than the peak fT current density for low noise and low power,

which is true both with and without considering correlation
[23].

3 Experimental Result

Fig. 2 shows fitting of experimental noise parameters mea-
sured at 5GHz as a function of current density JC on a SiGe
HBT technology. CB junction bias is low so avalanche is not
important for this measurement. τn is set to a fixed fraction
of the effective forward transit time which increases at high
injection. The fraction is optimized to best fit measured noise
parameters. c = 1 is found to work well, indicating that CB
SCR transport is the dominant physics of noise correlation
for this device. Modeling results using standard uncorrelated
frequency independent shot noise model are also shown for
comparison, which corresponds to τn = 0.

4 Conclusion

An overview of noise physics and modeling is given in
the context of compact model development. A physics based
approach to modeling correlated noise independent of intrin-
sic y-parameters is then described. Two dedicated noise pa-
rameters with good physical basis, a noise time τn, and a
normalized correlation coefficient c, are used to describe cor-
related noise. An implementation allowing easy turn-on and
off of individual physics is given, using Mextram as an exam-
ple. The approach described above can be adapted to include
the decrease of ic0 noise at high frequency modeled in [22].
This will be necessary for applications where the operating
frequency is around or close to the peak fT .
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Figure 2: Measured and modeled noise parameters at 5GHz as a function of biasing current for a first generation SiGe HBT
technology. Simulation with and without including correlated noise are compared.
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